
AS Standard 

 

About the company 

AS Standard is the leading furniture manufacturer 

in the Baltic States. It was founded in Estonia.The 

enterprise has existed since 1944. 

  

The company has two primary business directions: 

StandardPro offers hotel and public space furnishing solutions; StandardOffice focuses on 

offices and interior design. 

  

The greatest strength and advantage of Standard over many other interior design companies is 

that we offer complete solutions, from initial consultations to the handover of the completed 

project. When you choose Standard as your partner, you receive everything you need to furnish 

your premises from one convenient source. 

  

Each project is dealt with at Standard by a professional project manager supported by a team of 

experienced specialists. 

Furniture is designed and produced in accordance with the client’s wishes and maintaining the 

product’s original and distinctive features. Standard offers a wide range of ready-made office 

furniture solutions that you can view on our website and in the product catalogue. 

All of Standard’s furniture is manufactured at our own production facilities using modern and 

environmentally friendly technologies and high-quality materials. 

  

Standard also offers delivery and installation as 

additional services. The result is always a stylish 

and most comfortable room. 

Standard has decades of experience in provision of 

furnishing solutions and the company has 

expanded into all regions of the world. Our 

activities have earned deserved recognition and we 

have completed many large projects not just in the 

Baltic States but in Finland, Sweden, Germany, the 

Netherlands and Russia as well. 

 



Quality and environment 
 

Standard operates in an environmentally-friendly manner: the carefully controlled production 

processes and the modern and ecologically efficient technologies facilitate achievement of the 

best results. 

  

Standard’s furniture is characterised by a 

combination of thorough design and high 

quality. Our furniture solutions are derived 

exclusively from the wishes and needs of our 

clients. 

  

They are a responsible company: they sort 

their  waste and recycle packaging, consume 

green energy and use as partners only such 

suppliers that are as reliable and caring about 

the environment as they are. 

  

Standard developed and implemented an integrated quality and environmental management 

system that has been certified in accordance with the requirements of the international ISO 9001 

and ISO 14001 standards.  

  

 


